NMDA receptors on parvalbumin-positive interneurons and pyramidal neurons both contribute to MK-801 induced gamma oscillatory disturbances: Complex relationships with behaviour.
NMDAr antagonists induce disturbances to gamma frequency oscillations, including increasing ongoing gamma activity and reducing evoked gamma oscillations. We sought to investigate the role parvalbumin (PV+) neurons and CaMKIIα+ pyramidal cells in NMDAr antagonist-induced disturbances in gamma oscillatory activity and relate these to common behavioural consequences of these drugs by selectively deleting the obligatory GluN1 subunit from these cells in mice. Adult mice (total n = 99) with GluN1 deleted from PV interneurons (PV:GluN1 KO) or CaMKIIα+ pyramidal cells (CaMKIIα:GluN1 KO), and WT littermates, were used. We assessed effects of the NMDAr antagonist MK-801 on prepulse inhibition (PPI) and locomotor behaviour. Then, mice were implanted with electrodes in the prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and hippocampus (dHPC), and the effects of MK-801 on gamma oscillations assessed. In WT mice, MK-801 increased ongoing gamma power, reduced evoked gamma power and increased gamma coherence. These changes were accompanied by hyperlocomotion and deficient PPI. The consequences of NMDAr antagonism were differentially regulated in the transgenic mice. The MK-801-induced increase in ongoing gamma power was significantly attenuated in both transgenic strains, but deficits to evoked gamma activity were unaffected by genotype. Deficient PPI was not affected by genotype, and only in PV:GluN1 KO mice was the hyperlocomotor phenotype of MK-801 attenuated. The emergence of abnormal gamma band hyperconnectivity between the mPFC and dHPC was absent in CaMKIIα:GluN1 KO mice. This study suggests that the effects of NMDAr antagonism on gamma band responses and behaviour have complex relationships, and rely on different populations of neurons.